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Abstract
• As the scientific capabilities and number of small spacecraft missions in the near-Earth region increase,
 standard yet configurable user spacecraft terminals operating in Ka-band frequency spectrum are needed
 to lower mission cost and risk and enable significantly higher data return than possible with current
 ultra-high-frequency (UHF) or S-band terminals. These compact Ka-band terminals are intended to operate
 with both the current and next generation of Ka-band relay satellites and via direct data communications
 with near-Earth tracking terminals. 
• This poster provides an update on this concept and the emerging NASA-sponsored and commercially
 provided technologies in software-defined radios (SDRs) and frequency agile transceivers and electronically
 steered antennas that will enable future missions’ use of both Government and non-Government Ka-band
 frequency spectrum allocations and communications services. Data rates to 10s of Mbps are possible via
 relays and to 10s of Gbps via direct data downlink. Reductions in mass, power, and volume come from
 integration and software definition of multiple radio and transceiver functions and compact vibration-free
 phased array antennas that electronically steer narrow beams over wide fields of regard.
Objectives and Approach
• Develop affordable space-qualifiable dual-use Ka-band spacecraft terminals to ease transition into use of
 NASA and commercial infrastructure for significantly higher data rates for near-Earth missions 
 – Leverage large and small business and university capabilities and commercial services to address
   unique needs of small spacecraft
 – Develop electronically steered high-gain flat-panel antennas to increase data rates and eliminate
   deployment and steering mechanisms and associated vibrations
 – Sponsor flexible bandwidth antennas and smart SDRs to enable use of both NASA and commercial
   Ka-band infrastructure based on desired quality of service
 – Foster Ka-band/multiband SDRs compliant with NASA standards for a range of space missions
 – Create portable standard waveforms for SDRs to reduce cost of development and increase flexibility
Potential Minimum Data Rates and Data Return
• Assumes 1000 km, 98.5° LEO mission, maximum range to GEO: 38,000 km and DTG: 2800 km, using DVB-S2 MODCOD
• SmallSat DTG data rate is ~70x higher than via TDRS; provides ~38 Gb/10 minute pass
• Large mission DTG data rate is ~235x higher than via TDRS; provides ~2Tb/10 minute pass
Potential Commercially Provided Ka-Band Relay Services
Northrop Grumman Visualization of LEO
Spacecraft Visibility from GEO
ViaSat-3 Ka-band Constellation of Three GEO Relays With Projected Spot Beam Coverage
to be Deployed in 2019 or 2020
NASA Tracking and Data Relay Satellites (TDRS)
Ka-Band Single Access Service
• NASA TDRS constellation in geostationary Earth orbit (GEO)
 –  Three generations of spacecraft provide high-bandwidth, low-latency
    communications to multiple simultaneous mission spacecraft 
 –  S-band, Ku-band, and Ka-band Single Access (KaSA) on second and third
    generation relays and S-band Multiple Access (SMA) services on all
• KaSA service via large steerable antennas in autotrack mode
 –  Return (from spacecraft) of mission data and spacecraft telemetry;
    G/T of 26.5 dB/K; 25.25 to 27.5 GHz
 –  Forward (toward spacecraft) command and control EIRP: 63.0 dBW;
    22.55 to 23.55 GHz 
 –  Field of View: ±76.8° E-W; ±30.5° N-S
Near-Earth Network (NEN) Ka-Band Tracking Terminal Examples
• White Sands Complex WS–1, 18 m
 –  S-, X-, and Ka-bands, Ka-band G/T of 46 dB/K 
• Alaska Satellite Facility AS–3, 11 m 
 –  S-band with Ka-band capability in ~2020, expected Ka-band
    G/T of 40 dB/K
• Kongsberg Satellite Services, KSAT, 7.3 m 
 –  Norway Svalbard Satellite Station (SvalSat) (78°North),
    Antarctic Troll Satellite Station (TrollSat) (72°South),  upgraded Ka-band
    terminal is operational
Third-Generation TDRS (K, L, M)
KSAT TrollSat at AntarcticaWS–1 at White Sands, New Mexico AS–3  and AS–1 at Fairbanks, Alaska
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Commercial Ka-Band User Terminal Antenna Examples
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Commercial Ka-Band Direct-to-Ground Terminal Examples
Comtech TCS 2.4-m Ka-Band 
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ViaSat 4.5-m Ka-Band Ground TerminalKSAT 2.8-m Ka-Band Ground Terminal
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